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ABSTRACT
The data that are generated by several devices in the IoT realm
require careful and real time processing. Recently, researchers have
concentrated on the usage of cloud databases for storing such data
to improve efficiency. HarperDB aims at producing a DBMS that is
relational and non-relational simultaneously, to help journeymen
developers creating products and servers in the IoT space. Much of
what the HarperDB team has talked about has been achieved, but
from a security perspective, a lot of improvements need to be made.
The team has clearly focused on the problems that exist from a
database and data point of view, creating a structure that is unique,
fast, easy to use and has great potential to grow with a startup.
The functionality and ease of use of this DBMS is not in question,
however as the trade-off triangle to the right suggests, this does
entail an impact to security. In this paper, using multiple forensic
methodologies, we performed an in-depth forensic analysis on
HarperDB and found several areas of extreme concern, such as lack
of logging functionalities, basic level of authorisation, exposure of
users’ access rights to any party using the database, There had to be
a focus on preventative advice instead of reactive workarounds due
to the nature of the flaws found in HarperDB. As such, we provide
a number of recommendations for the users and developers.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→Distributed systems security;Data-
base activity monitoring.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Organisations are known for their zealous nature towards storing
data in relational databases. However, thanks to advances in storage
technology (being larger and cheaper) more data of customers is
being stored in the cloud, anything from photos, to text, to audio and
even videos [12, 16]. The problem is, the data collected is no longer
relational - Amazon and Google have adopted a new structure
called NoSQL to meet this new requirement [15, 19]. This type of
database has been around since the 1960s, however, it is only in
the last decade that we have seen market traction and the trend
towards database, such as HarperDB [5], that are both capable of
storing relational and non-relational data together [11, 19].
The huge amount of data that is generated by Internet of Things
(IoT) devices should be stored and processed securely and efficiently
[13, 14]. According to Forbes, HarperDB is used by IoT devices, "ma-
chines out in the extremities of a network, on an aircraft, on an
oil rig, in any remote location even in cities" [1]. Thanks to the
design and size of HarperDB, the same database system will ex-
ist on an IoT device and in the cloud - the main difference being
what is contained within the databases. Only a small section of
data may be relevant to the IoT device, whereas the cloud database
will store all data from all devices. The cloud database will likely
be running big data analytics on a vast dataset from thousands of
IoT devices relaying back the most important information for each
specific ’thing’ to store [4]. This throws up serious questions in
relation to a forensic investigation, which we are going to address
in this paper. If the database is the same for these two very differ-
ent systems and scenarios, how security and auditing will work
adequately in HarperDB? Considering that IoT device tampering
out in the extremities of a network has a very different set of secu-
rity implications to that of a cloud server running in a controlled
environment.
HarperDB has been created to address the complexity and ex-
pense of current database systems. Aimed at software developers
of all skill levels, the database can be built and scaled without any
prior knowledge or understanding and without sacrificing perfor-
mance [3]. It has been marketed as a "true native high transactional
NoSQL and SQL" single database solution [4]. From a layman’s per-
spective, HarperDB would be a very enticing platform. Marketing
aimed at this segment should invariably mean that the database
system offers great out-of-the-box security features and measures.
This market segment is likely not very knowledgeable about the
implications and risks of having an insecure database and how to
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enhance the security of these databases to be resistant against po-
tential adversaries. It would be expected that HarperDB offers some
tools, visual aids and guides that help their users with the security
aspects relevant to the database system and its implementation.
In this paper, we perform an in-depth forensic analysis of HarperDB
1.2.004, while considering a combination of two methodologies:
Database Forensics (DBF) which introduces relevant steps to carry
out databases forensic investigation and Common Database Foren-
sic Investigation Process (CDBFIP) detailing suitable steps to in-
vestigate IoT environments. We analyse and test attribution, traces
and security features in HarperDB. The results of our thorough
investigation show that there are some security flaws which require
to be addressed.
Paper Organisation –The reminder of this paper is organised
as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 explains the
methodology we followed to carry out HarperDB investigation.
Section 4 presents HarperDB structure and its main functionalities
while Section 5 analyses HarperDB security features and explain
potential existing vulnerabilities. A set of best practices and advices
for developers and end-users dealingwithHarperDB aswell as some
mitigation techniques are presented in Section 6 before concluding
the paper in Section 7.
2 RELATEDWORK
Several research papers have studied and assessed security features
in most known Database Management Systems (DBMS). Hauger
[18] concluded in their paper that NoSQL databases are known for
the storage of sensitive data and this has made them a target for
all types of hackers. However, there is a lack of “default security
measure"âĂŹ; meaning that specific security features are not al-
ways enabled automatically in regards to logging, authentication,
authorization and access control. It appears to be common practice
for NoSQL databases to have these security features disabled by
default. Ultimately, it was concluded that many of these new data-
base systems do not grasp the basics of what is needed for forensic
attribution.
One of the most important areas of a digital forensics investi-
gation is the ability to reconstruct database data from historical
logs. Many database management systems offer logging capabilities
but do not explain properly what they are. It is important that an
ideal logging level exists and information on how to set this up is
included with the DBMS [8]. Adedayo [8] found that the default
settings in many database management systems are set incorrectly
for a true forensic analysis with the ability for reconstruction to
take place. The paper noted that several main elements that require
logging such as data modification queries, metadata changes, access
information, timestamps and users, changes in privileges, system
failures and errors and archived logs. In [20], Shahriar studied secu-
rity vulnerabilities of both SQL and NoSQL databases. They mainly
investigated Cassadra [2] and MongoDB [6] databases which are
considered the most famous NoSQL databases. Indeed, they identi-
fied several security issues in both studied databases. For instance,
MongoDB as well as Cassadra do not support encrypted client-
server communication neither files encryption and authentication
and authorisation are disabled by default. Gupta [17] analysed secu-
rity features in NoSQL databases. They have been mainly interested
in investigating MongoDB. The authors identified several vulnera-
bilities and potential attacks such as authentication bypass, Blind
NoSQL Injection, denial of service,
The aforementioned research works have been mainly dealing
with SQL and NoSQL databases. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no security assessment research on HarperDB to
identify security vulnerabilities, yet. In this paper, we establish
an investigation on HarperDB to point out the existent security
vulnerabilities and provide some recommendations.
3 INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY
Database Forensic (DBF) is a process to identify, collect, preserve,
analyse, reconstruct and document digital evidence created by an
attack on a Database Management System (DBMS) [10]. As this
paper deals with a platform that has also an IoT aspect, this envi-
ronment goes beyond that of most DBMS, which implies that DBF
process cannot cover all the features of HarperDB. Therefore, we
will apply the Common Database Forensic Investigation Process
(CDBFIP) [9] introducing a set of best practices and processes that
are most suitable for IoT forensics investigation.
Using amixture of both CDBFIP [9] andDBFMetamodel (DBFM) [10],
we investigate HarperDB through the following three main steps:
identification, collection and analysis. In the identification stage,
the environment set up including the required software and data
creation is performed while describing the structure and concept
of HarperDB, as well as its settings and functionalities.
The collection phase deals with identifying the structure of
stored data and their accessibility. Furthermore, this phase deter-
mines logs settings, as well as their archiving techniques. Security
features applied on data such as encryption, authorisation and
authentication are also studied.
Finally, the analysis phase reports data trails structures, logged
breadcrumb and archive security. It analyses main security features
and their influence on the security of data stored in HarperDB. This
phase also identifies anomalies found during the identification and
collection stages.
Each of the investigation steps presented above link back to
either the CDBFIP [9] or the DBFM [10] frameworks. We slightly
adapted the models produced in these papers for the experimental
process implemented in our paper. Unlike other papers that focus on
helping analysts detect and reverse tampering, this paper is aiming
to be a more proactive piece of literature rather than reactive. If
the DBMS being worked with is flawed or set up incorrectly, it
does not matter how good a forensic analyst is or how well they
implement a forensic framework, their job will be impossible. The
aim of this paper is to work towards creating security advice for
both the teams behind this DBMS product and the developers who
use it.
4 HARPERDB STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTIONALITIES
In this section, we detail the main structure of HarperDB and we
report its main functionalities.
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4.1 HarperDB Structure
The overview of the HarperDB layout can be seen in Figure 1.
HarperDB relies on SmartGit1 that is a Git client for Windows, Mac
and Linux. SmartGit offers a graphical access to Git repositories
and can access Subversion repositories. In HarperDB, SmartGit is
tracking the root folder, all subfolders and files; this includes âĂŸhd-
bâĂŹ which is HarperDBâĂŹs main installation folder. The schema
folder contains the main database; the database layout and the most
volatile data. The trash, staging, log, doc and backup folders are
empty. The config file contains the default settings provided for
HarperDB. Finally, the keys folder contains two public certificate
files.
Figure 1: HarperDB tree layout
4.2 Settings, logging and testing
As depicted in Figure 2, HarperDB is using the open source WIN-
STON logger2. The default level is set to âĂŸerrorâĂŹ which re-
sults in only the most severe events being logged. There is also
the option to use PINO logger3 which is a lower overhead logging
system. It can be assumed that this is what IoT devices would use
via HarperDB.
1https://www.syntevo.com/smartgit/
2https://www.npmjs.com/package/winston
3https://www.npmjs.com/package/pino
Figure 2: HarperDB default settings
4.3 Breadcrumb Collection Process
Starting with the default settings shown in Figure 2 and the de-
veloper guides on HarperDB website [5], snapshots will be taken
detailing the trail left behind by the common database actions. For
example, insert, update, delete, drop, select, create and bulk load.
The settings will then be modified; changing the log level and also
the logging software used. This will allow us to compare and con-
trast the different settings/loggers from the produced dataset in the
analysis phase. At each step in this process, the database and system
will be restored back to the previous image using the implemented
version-control system. This will ensure that each action that is
taken and any changes made to configuration files do not impact
the findings of this investigation.
4.4 Stored Database Data
HarperDB uses an exploded data model using operating systems
files and folders, it also uses hard-links to remove duplicated data
[5]. For example, the attributes of the data are stored in the folders
such as “name", “age", “company" under documents named “1.hdb”,
“2.hdb”, “3.hdb”, and so forth. The files inside the “_hdb_hash_”
folder are commonly called “1.hdb”, “2.hdb”, “3.hdb” (the same as
the attributes files). However, these are the primary key values of
the data and they are being hard-linked directly to the attribute
documents. This allows HarperDB to respond to API calls using two
types of indexing; primary key and attribute without duplicating
the data. A side effect of this structural model is that the data is
readable within the operating system or command line, without
the use of additional software.
4.5 Log Collection
As shown in Figure 2, the log file location is set as “LOG_PATH”,
this can be changed to any directory or file name. The default
permissions for the log files is 644; this means anyone can read the
file but only the owner can write to it. There is only this singular log
file in use for all DBMS actions. However, many of HarperDBâĂŹs
competitors use a number of different logs, such as, an error log, a
transaction log, a server log, [8]. All log entries contain the level
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Figure 3: HarperDB file access permissions
at which the entry is produced, the log entry details/message and
the timestamp of the action. Figure 4 shows an example of the log
with entries from the WINSTON logger with the log level set to
âĂĲinfoâĂİ.
5 HARPERDB: SECURITY REVIEW AND
POTENTIAL VULNERABILITIES
In the following, we start by reviewing the main security features
supported by HarperDB before analysing them. We then present a
set of possible enhancements aiming at improving the security of
HarperDB.
5.1 Security Features Review
5.1.1 Data in Motion. As depicted by Figure 2, HarperDB supports
HTTPS and CORS. HTTPS is supported using a certificate and a
private key PEM file. CORS can be enabled or disabled and has
support for a whitelist. CORS relates to cross-origin requests, by
enabled CORS and using the whitelist, it is possible to only allow
specific hosts access to the database via the API. HTTP is enabled
by default but support for HTTPS can be enabled so that requests
and responses are secured via SSL.
5.1.2 Authorization. The API authorization is made via "Basic
Auth". There are no settings available to change this authoriza-
tion type. The folders contained inside HarperDB mostly have the
access permission octal 775 and the files are 644 (Figure 3). This
means the folders can be read, written and executed by the owner
and groups but only read and executed by other users. The files can
be read and written by the owner only, but groups and other users
can read the files.
5.1.3 Backup and Recovery . There is no automatic backup or re-
covery assistance utility built into HarperDB. All users data is stored
in the “\hdb\schema\system\hdb_user” directory, as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The passwords and usernames are stored as folder names. The
usernames are stored as plaintext and the passwords are encrypted
and then stored as base64. Roles are also stored as folders with the
users of a particular role stored within that folder as a file. There are
no security features aimed at IoT usage of this DBMS. HarperDB
does offer an application called HarperDB Studio. The studio offers
a dashboard with multiple pages relating to security, health, logs
and the current schema. This tool shows tracking for active nodes,
disk utilisation, errors, failed login attempts, log activity (with the
ability to download them to a comma-separated value sheet) and a
data model view of the database’s schema.
Figure 4: HarperDB log file example
Figure 5: HarperDB User Data
5.1.4 Archiving. There is no active archiving support despite the
Winston logger having such a feature. By duplicating data entries
in the log file, the DBMS was tested with the log file size being
around 138 MB. HarperDB continued to use it and added more log
entries to the end of the file during testing. There was a clear slow
down (visual) in writing to the log file, system utilisation increased
and performance decreased. Further research into Pino logger has
concluded that log rotation is supported but is not enabled in this
DBMS.
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5.1.5 Data trails. Most data entries made to HarperDB are shown
in plaintext in the filesystem, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5. If
an attacker was to gain access to a server or an IoT device running
HarperDB, even with basic read-only access they will be able to
visually see:
• The data model layout.
• The roles that exist.
• The users that exist.
• Which users belong to which roles.
• All data entries made in the schema.
Thismethod to catalogue data is quite unique and flexible in terms of
the support that HarperDB offers in relation to both a NoSQL/SQL
database. However, more security measures need to be done to
adequately protect this plaintext data from being harvested and
used by a malicious user to attack the DBMS.
5.2 Analysis of HarperDB’s Security Features
As HarperDB only supports “Basic Auth", using this type of au-
thentication method over HTTP means that the password can be
captured and converted to plain text (man-in-the-middle attack).
The attack window is also very large as every request requires
authentication. Caching can also be a problem, in relation to the
server or the browser sending the request.4Enabling HTTPS may
reduce these attack vectors.
As explained in subsection 4.5, the "INFO" level for logging is the
best available, anything beyond this produces no more log entries
and anything below this level does not track the DBMS transactions
taking place. Several problems exist with the best available logging
level setting:
• It does not track which user is making the transactions
• Bulk uploads show as "[object Object]" in the log
• Some data trails/errors are recorded as "undefined"
• There are no log entries when HarperDB stops running
These problems are fairly critical in the creation of a meaningful
audit trail, without them the logging functionality can only be
considered trivial at best. Enabling Pino logger in the settings file
changes the logging system that is used. The Pino logger is not en-
abled by default and is much lighter weight than Winston. The logs
created from this tool are even less rigorous than that of Winston.
There are also errors in what is reported in the logging messages.
The logged data at each level does not reflect that of what Winston
produces. There appears to be no thought put into this logging
system and the documentation is also lacking. Many of the changes
needed in the settings to test these loggers thoroughly required
research into the Winston and Pino separately. This was because
HarperDB offered no documentation, guide or information about
these logging systems and how they are used.
Anomalies found: In the settings file, if the user changes a cer-
tain value to an incorrect parameter; for example, the user misspells
the “LOG_LEVEL” they want to use. HarperDB will appear to be
running normally, but it actually has failed to load without any
output of the error. When a new user is added to the DBMS until
HarperDB is restarted that user account cannot use the API. Al-
though the user may appear in the list of created users, the API
response states that the user does not exist. HarperDB supports
two different tools for logging, however, both of these are incor-
rectly set up. There are clear errors and missing data in the audit
trails produced. The default file and folder permissions set by the
installation scripts of HarperDB are too open. Comparing them to
the permissions set by MySQL, we see a variety of different per-
missions, owners, and special flags [19]. HarperDB uses the same
permissions for all files and folders, irrespective of what is being
stored.
5.3 Possible Security Improvements
There are several tools/functions that are missing from HarperDB,
such as:
• Backup and recovery assistance.
• Security features for IoT devices.
• More authorisation types.
Most important of these would be the security features for IoT.
HarperDB is expected to be used on a server and IoT devices si-
multaneously to allow syncing and sharing of data. It would be
expected with these two vastly different use cases that the DBMS
would have a toggle in the settings between them. This toggle
would enable or disable extra security features that are necessary
for an IoT device implemented in the wild versus a server located
in a secure building.
As explained in subsection 5.1.5, the readability of the data within
HarperDB has been mentioned. Taking this into consideration with
the known access permissions noted in section 5.1, the conclusion
would be that these access permissions are incorrectly set. The
default access permission octals 775 and 644 are used for folders
and files respectively, as shown in Figure 3. This means that all
groups and other users have the capability to read the schema
layout, usernames, data and so forth. It is possible to use access
permissions that prevent this accessibility, but these are not set by
default.
Moving on to HarperDB Studio; an extra utility that offers a
dashboard to administrators. There are several sections here that
could prove helpful from the perspective of a security audit. On the
Security page, it shows active users and their roles, it also details
the amount of failed login attempts that a specific user account has
made. This does not track failed login attempts made via API calls.
There is also a “Health" page that states “Coming Soon!", it tracks
active nodes, disk utilisation and recent errors. The recent errors
list says “error 1", “error 2", etc, there are no further details. Finally,
there is a “Logs" page. The information on this page reads “No
data available in table" despite the log file having transactional
entries. This page (if working) does not really improve the layout
or readability of the log file either.
As shown in Figure 4, the sections of data written to the log file
include; the log message, the level of the logging and a timestamp.
An additional column exists within the Logs page called “Name".
It is not known what this refers to, however, many more columns
should exist in relation to the transactional data details that are
stored in the log.
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Table 1: DBMS landscape comparison
HarperDB MongoDB MySQL PostgreSQL Microsoft SQL
Authentication Type 1 4 4 11 3
Logging Systems 2 1 1 1 1
Log Rotation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Log Documentation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Default Permissions Weak Strong Mediium Strong Strong
Backup Functionality ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Recovery Function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Encryption ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Dashboards 1 Many Many Many Many
Archiving Support ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Compression ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
User Tracking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5.4 DBMS landscape comparison
In Table 1 we provide a comparative analysis of different DBMSs,
including HarperDB, MongoDB, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and Microsoft
SQL.
In MongoDB, there are four different authentication methods
available, i.e., SCRAM, x.509, LDAP andKerberos [6], while HarperDB
supports only one. The default file and folder permissions set by
the installation scripts of HarperDB are too open. Comparing them
to the permissions set by MySQL, we see a variety of different per-
missions, owners, and special flags [7]. While, HarperDB uses the
same permissions for all files and folders, irrespective of what is
being stored. Considering the data model structure of this DBMS in
relation to the folder and file names containing detailed information
about the data in the database, it is expected that the permissions
would be more stringent than those set by MySQL.
6 BEST PRACTICES FOR END-USER AND
DEVELOPERS
Based on what we discussed so far, it is evident that the setting
of HarperDB has some flaws that could be misused to perform
several attacks. In this section, based on our review on HarperDB
1.2.004, we provide best practice recommendations for end-users
and developers of HarperDB.
End-user advice: Based on our discussion of the logging issues
in HarperDB, we advise the users to: 1) use the Winston logger
and set the logging level to âĂĲINFOâĂİ; 2) Change the permis-
sions of files and folders to the octals 600 and 700, respectively;
3) Try to have only one user, as tracking more than one is currently
not possible; 4) Turn HTTPS on and create a CORS whitelist that
supports your host only; 5) Create a script that will change the
log file name in âĂĲsettings.jsâĂİ periodically. This script could
also archive and backup these log files; 6) Change the ports and
admin username from their default settings in case bad actors are
intentionally snooping and using HarperDBâĂŹs known default
settings as an attack vector; 7) Store the PEM keys use for SSL
outside of the HarperDB (HDB) folder.
Development advice: To address the issues that we pointed out
in this paper, we recommend the following guidelines to be taken
into consideration. 1) The file and folder permissions should be
reconsidered. Focusing on the data that HarperDB is storing as
plaintext as part of its data model structure, envisage an internal
threat. 2) It would be better to add user tracking to the logs. Irre-
spective of whether a user is using a select statement, an insert or
modification statement, their actions should be logged thoroughly,
with the user account in questions query being logged and the re-
sults they received. 3) It is required to consider auditing, especially
in the case of a forensic analyst performing an investigation on
the DBMS. 4) A process for log cycling and archiving should be
in place. Tests may need to be performed to find what file size is
too big. Perhaps certain logged data is less important than other
data, the creation of multiple log files for these varying entries
may prove useful. 5) It would be better to have automatic IoT log
syncing to the server and resetting. If an IoT device was tampered
with and the data in the database had already been moved to the
server and cleared, it would be unfortunate to not have cleared
the log of the same data. 6) The bulk upload message response
should be fixed, so that the object array is output in a manner by
which the data can be read, analysed and re-used in a recovery
scenario. 7) It would be better to have more authentication types,
while thinking about IoT tampering and the idea of rogue devices
being used by external threat actors. How would this impact the
main server running HarperDB, how could this impact the data and
how can it be prevented. 8) There should be systems for backup
and recovery, envisage broken IoT devices being replaced and the
work involved in adding new ones. Cloning devices would prove
useful, how could this work in a secure way.
7 CONCLUSION
HarperDB offers IoT devices more functionalities and is easy to
use, but, it should only be considered for non-sensitive applica-
tions in its current version. Indeed, if a company is attacked with
HarperDB’s default settings, they would not be able to; track the
breached account, track tampered or removed data or understand
what data has been stolen. There are currently a variety of attack
vectors possible to stay hidden from the logging system within
HarperDB. Therefore, additional software should be recommended
to users are going to use this DBMS in a live environment and
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guides should exist that explain all of the positive and negative as-
pects of using HarperDB from a security point of view. IoT devices
are well known for being used in insecure environments, HarperDB
adds nothing to enhance these inherently weak devices. The storage
of sensitive information in HarperDB is also of concern. The data
model structure that uses folders and files is unique, fast and small.
However, there exists a flaw that if data are not encrypted prior to
storage then they are visible in plaintext to read via anyone who
has access to the Linux machine. It is expected that documentation
about this should be provided and the concerns regarding securing
data properly in HarperDB are explained thoroughly, which it is
not done currently.
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